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There appears to be no delineation between the exodus of Spring and the advent of Summer, which
imperceptibly heralds another joyous season to quicken the senses.

Pure white fleecy cumulus leisurely drift across the azure sky whilst we become cosseted by the
zephyr wind extending into long evenings, culminating with the almost silent whirr of the bats as
they undulate to and fro at dusk feeding, with the golden sun slowly sinking in the west.

The scent of new mown hay, pleasurably assails the nostrils of those fortunate to be exempt from
the miseries of hay fever.

There is the dawn chorus of the birds expressing their joy to the universe and enthralling us with
the purity of their song; especially the thrush and blackbird continuing throughout the daylight hours.
The green woodpecker’s staccato attention to its chosen tree resounds above other woodland sounds.
At night there is the thrill of listening to the wonderful song of the nightingale.

Although the stoat is still resident within Sulham Woods it is rare to hear the anguished squeal of
the rabbit as the stoat attacks.

Dragonflies dance over the Sul. I appear to possess an attraction for wasps and bees and when
rescuing them ftom the pool on a forefinger, they are so grateful I am never stung. I believe the wasp
to be a much maligned insect and fail to comprehend why there is an instinct to kill it on sight.

The bathing pool on the Sul situated at the southern field from Tidmarsh Road, resounded with the
happy laughter of the Sulham children throughout the summers of the 1930s, 1940s and 1950s; now
no longer echo the children’s pleasure.

Eager anticipation of holidays, planned during the dark days of winter adds spice to the season of
summer.  

A highlight is the church fete, held alternately between Sulham and Tidmarsh, organised by
willing volunteers from both Parishes, and with venues readily provided by residents of Sulham and
Tidmarsh who possess gardens large enough to accommodate up to 1000 visitors. This is a social
gathering not to be missed.

Numerous weddings at St. Nicholas Church produce a panorama of colour and joy within ihe
church and without; not only to the participants but to the village residents as well, with the bells
ringing out their paean of nuptials blessed by God.

A galaxy of colour is appreciated by all who walk along the lane. Early harvesting in late August
sets the seal to the idyllic months of summertime. The glories of summer are all too soon over and we
must now move on to the approach of Autumn.

I crave your indulgence for interjecting other anecdotes from my late friend's taped reminiscences
of life in Sulham in the late 1920s and early 1930s.

The glass milk bottle made its appearance about 1930 and dairies were constrained to purchase
these to supplant the churn. The Pangbourne dairy  situated where the D.I.Y shop now stands was run
by a Yorkshireman and his wife. He wore beautifully polished leather gaiters whilst delivering the



milk.  The bottles were at a premium since he had only purchased just sufficient for his immediate
needs.   It was not unknown, when empty bottles were not left out for collection, to hear him
expressively mutter "no bottles, no milk."

Another well liked character possessed a bath chair and when visiting Pangbourne to go shopping
he would place his daughter (who was not disabled) in the bath chair, reverse the steering arm, attach
it to the saddle of his bicycle and trundle off .








